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FAMILY OF LIARS
Welcome back to the Sinclair family.
They were always liars.
The thrilling prequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller WE WERE LIARS tells
the story of an earlier generation of the glamorous, privileged Sinclair family and
the secrets that will haunt them – and their children – for decades to come.

Rights to FAMILY OF LIARS licensed to:
Australia – Allen & Unwin
Brazil – Companhia das Letras
Bulgaria – Egmont
Denmark – Gyldendal
England – Bonnier Books
Finland – Werner Söderström
France - Gallimard
Germany - Ravensburger
Greece – Dioptra Publishing
Holland – Utigeverij De Fontein
Hungary – Cicero Konyvstudio Kiadoi
Italy – DeA Planeta
Poland – Poradnia
Portugal – Edicoes Asa II
Romania – Editura Trei
Russia – Limited Company
Sweden – Lavender Lit

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

E. Lockhart
320
12 +
May 3, 2022

NUBIA: THE AWAKENING
From acclaimed actor and producer Omar Epps and co-author Clarence A. Haynes comes
the first book in a powerful duology about three teens — refugees from a fallen African
utopia — who must navigate their newfound powers in a climate-ravaged New York City.
For cousins Uzochi and Lencho, the land of Nubia — a utopian island nation off the coast
of West Africa — is a mystery. Before they were born, a massive storm destroyed their
ancestral homeland, forcing their families to flee across the ocean to New York City.
Their parents’ sorrow at the loss of their home was too deep for them to share much of
their history beyond folklore. New York, ravaged by climate change and class division, is
far from a haven for refugees, and Nubians live as outcasts, struggling to survive, while
the rich thrive in the tech-driven sky city known as the Up High.
Uzochi, Lencho, and their new friend, Zuberi, are beginning to feel there might be more.
Something within them is changing, giving each of them powers – extraordinary and
terrifying powers that seem to be tied to the secrets their parents have kept from them.
There are people Up High watching, eager to do anything they can to become even more
powerful. The three teens will be faced with the choice – to use their inheritance to lift
their people or to leave them behind.
Perfect for fans of Black Panther, this epic Afrofuturist story paints a startling and
vibrant world filled with hope, resistance, adventure, and strength.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Omar Epps and Clarence A. Haynes
400
12 +
September 27, 2022

SIX CRIMSON CRANES
THE DRAGON’S PROMISE
The bestselling author of SPIN THE DAWN and UNRAVEL THE DUSK returns with a heart-racing duology
full of shocking twists, complex world-building, and characters readers will grow to love deeply. There’s
a princess in exile, mistaken identities, an enemies-to-lovers romance, dragons, enchanted cranes, and
fascinating allusions to East Asian folklore subtly woven throughout.
In Book One, Shiori, the only princess of Kiata, has a secret: forbidden magic runs through her veins.
Normally she conceals it well; however, on the morning of her betrothal ceremony, her magic is revealed.
At first her mistake seems like a stroke of luck, forestalling the wedding Shiori never wanted — but it also
catches the attention of Raikama, her stepmother, who has dark magic of her own. Raikama turns Shiori’s
brothers into cranes and banishes the young princess from Kiata, warning her that she must speak to no
one — for with every word that escapes her lips, one of her brothers will die.
Penniless, voiceless, and alone, Shiori searches for her brothers, and on her journey uncovers a conspiracy
to overtake the throne — a conspiracy more twisted and deceitful than even Raikama’s betrayal. Only
Shiori can save the kingdom, but to do so she must place her trust in the very boy she fought so hard not
to marry and embrace the magic she’s been taught all her life to conceal.
In Book Two, Princess Shiori tries to fulfill her deathbed promise to return the dragon’s pearl to its rightful
owner. However, keeping that promise is more dangerous than she ever imagined.
She journeys to the kingdom of dragons, navigates political intrigue among humans and dragons alike,
and fights off thieves who want the pearl for themselves. The pearl itself hums with malevolent power,
jumping to Shiori’s aid one minute and betraying her the next. It threatens to shatter her family and sever
the thread of fate that binds her to her true love, Takkan. It will take every ounce of strength Shiori can
muster to defend the life and the love she’s fought so hard to win.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Elizabeth Lim
400
12 +
August 30, 2022

Rights to SIX CRIMSON CRANES licensed to:
Brazil – VR Editora
Czech Republic – Gorila
England – Hodder & Stoughton
Germany – Carlsen Verlag
Poland – Wydawnictwo Poznanskie
Romania – Corint
Russia – Eskmo
Spain – PRH Grupo Editorial
Turkey – Penguen Kitap Basim Yayin

THE EPIC STORY OF
EVERY LIVING THING
A heartfelt and fiercely feminist novel about love and family.
Harper has lived her whole life with unanswered questions about her anonymous sperm
donor father. She’s convinced that, without knowing him, she can’t know herself. When a
post on social media connects Harper to her half siblings, she joins them on a voyage to
Hawaii to uncover their father’s identity. The man they discover — a charismatic deep-sea
diver obsessed with solving the mystery of a fragile sunken shipwreck — will force Harper
to face some even bigger questions: Who is she in dark times? Who might she become
after them?
THE EPIC STORY OF EVERY LIVING THING is an authentic and thought-provoking novel
that is perfect for teen readers.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Deb Caletti
360
14 +
September 13, 2022

ON THE SUBJECT OF
UNMENTIONABLE THINGS
A girl rewrites sex education, one viral post at a time, in this fiercely honest and delightful
novel by Julia Walton, the award-winning author of WORDS ON BATHROOM WALLS.
Phoebe Townsend is a rule follower and a stellar student who writes for her school newspaper.
However, what no one knows is that Phoebe is also Pom, the anonymous teen who’s rewriting
sex education on her blog and social media. Phoebe’s unconventional hobby is just a research
obsession. And sex should not be a secret.
Then Pom goes viral, courtesy of a group of people who don’t believe in proper sex education.
Pom’s opponents want her to reveal her identity and delete her blog. Phoebe refuses to back
down. However, with her anonymity on the line, is it all worth the fight?
ON THE SUBJECT OF UNMENTIONABLE THINGS is a thought-provoking novel about sex, social
media, and the courage to pursue truth.

Rights to ON THE SUBJECT OF UNMENTIONABLE THINGS licensed to:
Korea – Tin Drum Publishing
Rights to WORDS ON BATHROOM WALLS licensed in 14 markets.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Julia Walton
320
14 +
August 23, 2022

WORDS ON BATHROOM WALLS
14 Markets

Czech Republic		
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Russia 		
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-
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Tin Drum Publishing
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PRETTY DEAD QUEENS
A compelling thriller about a decades-old mystery, a copycat killing, and the teen who
won’t stop until she discovers the truth.
After the death of her mother, seventeen-year-old Cecelia Ellis goes to live with her
estranged grandmother, a celebrated author whose Victorian mansion is as creepy as
the murder mysteries she writes. On the surface, life is utterly ordinary in the California
coastal town . . . until a popular student is murdered.
With a killer on the loose, Cecelia throws herself into the investigation, determined to
solve the case like the heroines do in her grandmother’s books. However, the more
Cecelia digs into the town’s secrets, the more she worries that her own tale might not
have a storybook ending.
BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Alex Donne
336
14 +
October 4, 2022

Underlined is Random House Children’s Books’ genre-driven,
paperback original program. Highly commercial and compulsively
readable, the books in this imprint are a mix of thriller, romance,
and horror, with one title published each month.

I THINK I LOVE YOU

MY EPIC
SPRING BREAK (UP)

This humorous debut follows two girls who
start as rivals but, after a twist of events, end
up falling for one another — at least, they
think so.

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Auriane Desombre
320
12 +
March 2, 2021

When Ella discovers that the most popular boy in
school has been texting multiple girls at the same
time, she decides to get revenge . . . after she
becomes his dream girl.

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kristin Rockaway
240
12 +
April 6, 2021

PROM HOUSE

ROOM SERVICE

Ten teens head to the Jersey Shore for a weekend of fun after prom — but one by one, they
begin to die. Could somebody’s date be a killer?

A fancy hotel with no parents means party time
for four friends. But the fun quickly turns into
a nightmare when an uninvited guest arrives.
BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:

THRILLER

•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Chelsea Mueller
240
12 +
May 4, 2021

•Author:
•Page count:

HORROR

•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Maren Stoffels
240
12 +
June 29, 2021

SMALL TOWN
MONSTERS

LIKE A LOVE SONG
Teen pop star Nati’s image takes a dive
after a messy public breakup...until she’s
set up with a swoon-worthy fake boyfriend.
Will she discover true love on her way back
to the top?

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Gabriela Martins
304
12 +
August 3, 2021

Maxwell and Vera come face to face with deeply
disturbing true stories of cults, death worship,
and the very nature that drives people to evil
in this suspenseful #ownvoices thriller that
blends American and Latin American folklore.

HORROR

Diana Rodriguez Wallach
336
12 +
September 7, 2021

KILLER CONTENT

THE HOLIDAY SWITCH

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

A bookish girl crosses paths with her boss’s
aggravating nephew. But when they
accidentally switch phones, their newly
discovered secrets draw them together.

Six teenagers seem to have it all: a beachfront
mansion, millions of TikTok followers, model
good looks, and sponsorship deals . . . until
one member of the house turns up dead in the
pool — and the rest of them become suspects.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tif Marcelo
256
12 +
October 5, 2021

THRILLER

Kiley Roache
304
12 +
November 30, 2021

11 PAPER HEARTS

THE WILD

A romantic comedy about a girl with a
bucket list of things she must do before
Valentine’s Day.

When Dawn’s parents send her to a wilderness
boot camp, things go terribly wrong . . . and soon
she finds herself fighting for her life.
BRITISH ONLY

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kelsey Hartwell
240
12 +
January 5, 2021

THRILLER

SALAAM,
WITH LOVE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Sara Sharaf Beg
288
12 +
January 4, 2022

Owen Laukkanen
368
12 +
January 26, 2021

HORROR HOTEL
A group of teen ghost hunters spend the night
in a haunted hotel and stumble upon something
unexpected in the former room of a gruesome
serial killer.

A heartfelt and humorous novel that follows
Dua, who spends the month of Ramadan
making unexpected discoveries about family,
faith, and first love.

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

THRILLER

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Victoria Fulton and Faith McClaren
256
12 +
February 1, 2022

A NIGHT TO DIE FOR

THE MATCHBREAKER
SUMMER

Prom dreams. Prom screams. When a boy
finds a girl’s body in the ditch on prom night,
he becomes the primary suspect in her
murder.

THRILLER

THRILLER

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lisa Schroeder
288
12 +
March 1, 2022

Paisley and Haiden have nothing in common
while working together at camp, but when they
join forces to help break up a romance, they
unexpectedly start one of their own.

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Annie Rains
304
12 +
April 5, 2022

GIRL OVERBOARD

FIREWORKS

A girl investigates her friend’s disappearance
during their cruise ship vacation. However, if
she’s not careful, she might not leave the ship
alive.

A girl finds love when her childhood friend
turned K-Pop star returns to her hometown
to rekindle their friendship.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Sandra Block
288
12 +
May 3, 2022

ROMANCE

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Alice Lin
320
12 +
June 7, 2022

HORROR

FRIGHTMARES

BAD AT LOVE

One teen’s summer acting job turns into a
real-life horror show when a cast member
turns up dead — then disappears.

An aspiring journalist interviews a teen rocker
with a bad boy reputation and tries her best not
to fall in love with him.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Eva V. Gibson
272
12 +
July 5, 2022

ROMANCE

Gabriela Martins
288
12 +
August 2, 2022

12 TO 22
Perfect for fans of the films Freaky Friday and 13 Going on 30, a tween girl’s life
changes instantly with the help of a mysterious TikTok filter.
12-year-old Harper is thrilled when her parents finally allow her to post on social
media and she’s invited to popular Celia Darrow’s birthday party. Then the party is an
embarrassing nightmare. Harper, desperate to escape, makes a wish on a birthday
TikTok filter—a wish to be older and away from this social disaster . . . a wish that,
amazingly, comes true.
While Harper quickly discovers that being in her twenties means the freedom she
always wanted, a lot more has changed than she expected. To correct her mistakes in
the future, Harper must first call on some old friends from the past. Maybe then she’ll
be able to find out how to get back to where—and who—she was.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Jen Calonita
256
8-12
August 16, 2022

THE DAREDEVILS
A spirited dual-perspective narrative drives this funny and touching brother-sister story
from the author of the award-winning MR. TERUPT series.
Loretta has always been quick with her fists and her wits, and she doesn’t let anyone
mess with her twin brother Waylon. Can Waylon survive middle school without her by
his side? Loretta’s secret plan: toughen him up over the summer. Little does she know
that Waylon has a plan of his own to show his sister he can take care of himself. As the
twins plot, Loretta, Waylon, and their new friend Louie unearth a mysterious box that
brings the past on a collision course with the present and propels the trio on a quest
that will forever change their lives.
Tween readers will find much to love in this novel where even the best plans sometimes
backfire, but family and friends are always there.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Rob Buyea
192
8 - 10
August 2, 2022

Rights to BECAUSE OF MR. TERUPT licensed to:
China – Shanghai Gaotan
Czech Republic – Grada
Israel – HaKibbutz Kameuchad-Sifriat
Italy – Rizzoli Libri
Japan – Say-zan-sha
Korea – Darun
Portugal – Pandorga Editora e Productura
Romania – SC Booklet
Russia – Rozoviy Zhiraf
Taiwan – Walkers Cultural Enterprise
Thailand – Amarin
Turkey – Altin Kitaplar

HOLLER OF THE FIREFLIES
A stunning portrait of a boy going from the city to the country and learning to see the
world with all its complications.
Javari is excited to be getting out of Brooklyn. He doesn’t always fit in at home; however,
at camp in West Virginia, he’s finally going to be around other kids interested in math and
science. Unfortunately, he didn’t realize how different the other kids might actually be from
him. As Javari learns about science, math, and engineering, his new friend, a budding
activist named Cricket, will also teach Javari about how the world really works. And Javari
will need to decide who he wants to be in that world.
HOLLER OF THE FIREFLIES is the heartwarming and thought-provoking story of a 12-yearboy still trying to figure out his place in a complex world of social injustice and urban and
rural poverty.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

David Barclay Moore
368
8 - 12
September 27, 2022

INTO THE GLADES
Best-selling author Laura Sebastian makes her middle grade debut with a magical story
about coping with the loss of a loved one.
Best friends Cordelia and Larkin have always called the Glades home. Then Oziris, Cordelia’s
father and the leader of their village, dies unexpectedly, and a dark curse sweeps over the
land. Cordelia, Larkin, and their two little brothers must embark on a quest in search of an
elusive witch who is rumored to have the power to reverse death. On their journey, the kids
discover the most difficult challenge isn’t marsh-maids, bogilisks or dragon gators — it’s the
grief threatening to consume them.
Readers will find themselves immersed in an imaginative world that delivers a powerful
message about love and loss.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Laura Sebastian
304
8 – 12
October 25, 2022

KRAZYLAND
At a spooky arcade, a boy discovers another world beneath the ball pit where the games
have come to life.
Nathan used to be terrified of Krazyland when he was a young kid. Now that he’s twelve,
the spooky-themed arcade games aren’t that bad. He even enjoys some of them — then
things become scarier when kids start to go missing from the entertainment park.
There’s another world beneath Krazyland’s ball pit. A world where the park’s games come
to life – and Nathan is going to be the next one sucked under...

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Mar Romasco-Moore
304
8 - 12
September 13, 2022

CAMP SCARE
An eerie, twisty ghost story sure to entice fans of Stranger Things.
12-year-old Parker is excited for a fresh start at summer camp but finds herself stuck
in a cabin with a girl from school who made her life miserable. Her only friend is a girl
named Jenny. However when bad things start happening to Parker’s camp enemies,
Parker is scared. Is Jenny hurting people? And what if Jenny isn’t . . . human?
Parker only wanted a summer of fun and new friendship. Will she be able to escape
the nightmare she finds instead?

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Delilah S. Dawson
288
10 +
August 2, 2022

IVELIZ EXPLAINS IT ALL
In this moving novel in verse, a girl facing mental health challenges must find her voice
to advocate for the help and understanding she deserves.
Seventh grade is going to be Iveliz’s year. She’ll make a new friend, help her abuela
Mimi get settled after moving from Puerto Rico, and stop getting into trouble at school.
But no matter how hard Iveliz tries, sometimes people say things that just make her so
mad. Worse, Mimi keeps saying Iveliz’s medicine is unnecessary even though it helps
Iveliz feel less sad. How does she explain her feelings to others when she’s not even
sure what’s going on with herself?
This powerful and compassionate debut navigates mental health issues while showing
that those who really love you will stay by your side.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Andrea Beatriz Arang
Alyssa Bermudez
288
10 - 14
October 25, 2022

SPOOKY SLEUTHS
Book One: The Ghost Tree
SPOOKY SLEUTHS
Book Two: Beware the Moonlight
A new chapter book series about a boy who moves to a town with supernatural secrets.
In Book One, Asim quickly learns that his new town is very strange. There are weird noises at
night, eerie lights, and now an evil tree is growing a lot faster than it should. A malicious spirit
from Guyanese folklore might be the cause. Can Asim and his friends save their town from the
ghost tree?
In Book Two, while Asim is watching the moon for a school project, he sees a giant glowing face
above the treetops. Then a strange man arrives in town — a man who seems oddly spellbound by
the moon. As the moon gets closer to full, the man begins to glow and grow larger. Could he be
the dreaded Moon-Gazer from the old tales?
We’ll publish Book Three in February 2023 and Book Four in July 2023.

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Natasha Deen
Lissy Marlin
112
6-9
August 30, 2022

WINNIE ZENG UNLEASHES A LEGEND
An epic series opener inspired by Chinese mythology, in which an ordinary girl embraces her
extraordinary heritage to fight evil.
Winnie Zeng has two goals: survive her first year of middle school and triumph over her
arch nemesis, David. She studied middle school survival tactics all summer, and nothing will
stop her from becoming the best student. However, there’s one obstacle she didn’t prepare
for: facing evil spirits. When Winnie makes mooncakes for a class bake sale contest, the
last thing she expects is to accidentally unleash dark magic from her grandmother’s old
cookbook.
Armed with the magic cookbook and a talking white rabbit, Winnie will have to embrace her
new powers and the legacy of her ancestors — or else the world will fall to chaos forever.
WINNIE ZENG UNLEASHES A LEGEND is perfect for readers looking for their next fun,
diverse fantasy adventure. We’ll publish Book 2 in August 2023.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Katie Zhao
288
8 - 12
May 31, 2022

OUR FRIEND HEDGEHOG:
THE STORY OF US
OUR FRIEND HEDGEHOG:
A PLACE TO CALL HOME
Here’s a charming story of friendship, loyalty, and finding one’s place.
In Book One, readers meet Hedgehog who lives on a teeny-tiny island with only her stuffed dog
Mutty for company. When a great storm carries Mutty away, Hedgehog embarks on a quest to
find her friend. Following the trail of clues Mutty left behind, brave Hedgehog meets a wiggly
Mole, a wordy Owl, a curmudgeonly Beaver, a scatter-brained Hen and Chicks, and a girl who’s
new to the neighborhood, Annika May. With bravery and teamwork, there’s nothing that can stop
these seven from finding Mutty. Along the way they discover something even more important:
each other.
In Book Two, autumn is coming to Hedge Hollow. The change in season brings with it a shiny
surprise . . . another hedgehog. Is it friend or foe? Or family? While Hedgehog is excited to meet
one of her own kind, she has never felt so different or distant from her old friends. Where does
Hedgehog belong? A journey upriver through an unfamiliar forest might just lead her home.
OUR FRIEND HEDGEHOG has the feel of a timeless classic, introducing an unforgettable cast of
characters that will warm readers’ hearts.

Rights to OUR FRIEND HEDGEHOG licensed to:
China – Ginkgo
Germany – Carlsen Verlag
Russia – Clever Media

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Lauren Castillo
80
5-9
October 18, 2022

THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book One: How to Test a Friendship
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book Two: Brain Trouble
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book Three: Riding Sound Waves
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book Four: The Great Germ Hunt
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book Five: Race Through Space
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS
Book Six: Storm Chasers
Filled with science, adventure, characters kids will love, and activities kids can do at home,
THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS is a fun, educational, and entertaining series for young readers.
Wacky scientist Dr. Crisp loves to invite students to the Maker Maze for a STEM-filled adventure.
But there’s a catch: if the kids don’t complete a challenge fast enough, they can never come back
from the Maze.
In Book Six, Paula, Violet, and twins Devin and Skylar are zapped back to the Maker Maze to learn
about wind, the water cycle, and how storms are created. But even though their adventures are as
exciting as ever, Devin seems to be a little sad.
In this newest installment of THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS, readers learn that sometimes emotions
can create storms inside of us, and that’s okay. We’ll publish Book Seven in June 2023.
•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Theanne Griffith
Reggie Brown
112
7 - 10
May 19, 2020; May 19, 2020; September 8, 2020;
October 5, 2020; February 22, 2022; November 1, 2022

Rights to THE MAGNIFICENT MAKERS licensed to:
Germany – Weltkultur Verlag
Taiwan – Pace Books

HONEST JUNE
June can’t tell a lie. But is it a blessing . . . or a curse?

HONEST JUNE
Book Two: THE SHOW MUST GO ON
ELLA ENCHANTED meets DORK DIARIES in this series about a girl who learns that getting a fairy
godmother isn’t always a wish come true.
In Book One, 11-year-old people pleaser June meets Victoria, a fairy godmother who “blesses”
June with the ability to never tell a lie in hopes that she will finally start sharing her real feelings
with family and friends. When shenanigans ensue and the pressures of middle school reach new
heights, June just might realize that telling the truth is the best option after all.
In Book Two, June auditions for the school musical. On opening night, June’s secret blog is
released to the whole school. All the inner secrets that she’s been desperate to keep to herself
are unleashed. Will her friends and family forgive her for the lies?
Featuring humor and diverse characters, this series is a great pick for kids struggling with anxiety
or just looking for a fun, new series. We’ll publish Book Three in February 2023.

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Tina Wells
Brittney Bond
240 / 304
8 – 12
December 28, 2021 / August 16, 2022

ISAIAH DUNN IS MY HERO
ISAIAH DUNN SAVES THE DAY
A humorous and heartfelt coming-of-age tale about a boy who discovers a love of poetry after
finding his late father’s journal.
In Book One, Isaiah is determined to be the man of the house ever since his dad passed
away. However, taking care of his mom and his younger sister becomes more difficult when
the family loses their apartment and they have to move into a motel. To make ends meet,
Isaiah and his best friend come up with an increasing number of outlandish schemes — from
selling candy bars at school to peddling poems on the street. Through it all, Isaiah leans on
his love of words and his father’s legacy of storytelling to help his world make sense again.
In Book Two, the future is looking bright for Isaiah. Mama’s feeling better, Isaiah and Angel’s
poetry business is growing, and best friend Sneaky has a new project. When Isaiah’s mentee
won’t stop making trouble, Isaiah must rely on every hero he knows, including himself.
Kids will relate to Isaiah’s efforts to honor the past and find a way to move forward.

•Author:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kelly J. Baptist
192
8 - 10
August 2, 2022

MARCUS MAKES A MOVIE
MARCUS MAKES IT BIG
A laugh out loud, New York Times bestselling series by superstar actor and comedian, Kevin Hart.
In MARCUS MAKES A MOVIE, Marcus loves comic books — especially his own. He’s spent countless
hours illustrating the adventures of his original superhero, Toothpick. When Marcus reluctantly gets
involved in an after-school film program, he falls in love with the idea of seeing his hand-drawn comics
come to life on the big screen. There’s just one problem: he has no idea how to make a movie. He’ll
need help from his friends, his teachers, and even the local bully to bring his dream to life.
In MARCUS MAKES IT BIG, Marcus’s movie, Toothpick vs. The Doom, is a hit! But the only thing
harder than making a movie is making a second one. Marcus needs to come up with another great
idea fast. Too bad his friends are too preoccupied with their MeTube channels to notice. Will nerves,
unchecked ambition, and a rivalry between friends shut down his second movie dreams before they
even begin?
Featuring black and white illustrations and Hart’s signature sense of humor, this series is perfect for
reluctant readers.

Rights to WE’RE NOT FROM HERE licensed to:
Bulgaria – KIBEA Books
Czech Republic – Albatros
Iran – Porteghaal
Korea – Bear Books
Russia – MIF
Spain (World) – Planeta Mexicana
•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Kevin Hart with Geoff Rodkey
David Cooper
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PLAYER VS. PLAYER #1:
ULTIMATE GAMING SHOWDOWN
A new action-packed series about four kid gamers who meet at a virtual tournament
and battle for the ultimate grand prize.
Sixty-four teams. One mysterious grand prize. Four gamers determined to win it all.
Welcome to Affinity, the hottest video game in the world. Gamers can be anything
they want to be in Affinity’s high-tech, magical universe — and test their skills in fierce
player versus player combat. When Hurricane Games announces an epic tournament
with amazing prizes, four kids, Josh, Hannah, Larkin, and Wheatley, form a team that
feels unstoppable. As solo gamers, they’re good, but the tournament is a whole new
level of competition, and it’ll take all four of them to win. Can they step up their game
in time for the final match?
This engaging novel with sci-fi fantasy elements is ideal for young readers who love
gaming. We’ll publish Book Two in February 2023 and Book Three in June 2024.
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•Page count:
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•Pub Date:

M.K. England
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June 7, 2022

THE PACK
THE PACK
Book Two: CLAW AND ORDER
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lisi Harrison is back with the next installment in her wild series
about girls with animal powers.
In Book One, readers are introduced to Charm House, an elite international school for girls. Outsiders
may think this is a typical charm school — but the students are anything but typical. Charm House is
really a school for girls who are born with special animal-like abilities, where they can learn everything
they need to know about sharpening their unique skills.
New girl Sadie is still coming to terms with her strange new school, and she wants nothing more than
to fit in. When she learns that she has the fiercest powers of all, she’s suddenly thrust to the top of
the food chain and invited to join the group of it-girls known as “The Pack.” But these girls do not play
nice. Can Sadie survive in the Pack?
In Book Two, Sadie has to navigate her growing feelings for her crush, tame her powers during cheer
practice and deal with troublemaking hyenas trying to take her crown…and that’s in addition to her
classes. Then there is the massive secret she is keeping from her best friend Lindsey that could destroy
their friendship and The Pack as they know it. Will the shocking truth be revealed?
This highly commercial read is perfect for girls who enjoy contemporary stories with a twist of magic.
We’ll publish Book 3 in October 2022.
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•Page count:
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•Pub Date:

Lisi Harrison
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August 2, 2022

STRANGEVILLE SCHOOL IS DEFINITELY
NOT CURSED
Readers will love this humorous and quirky novel featuring black and white illustrations from acclaimed
artist, Brett Helquist — known for his work on Lemony Snicket’s A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS.
New student Harvey Hill and his friend Stella are enjoying picture day until weird things start happening
around the school that may or may not be related to a 50-year-old curse. As they encounter flooding
hallways, sentient robots, and a glowing lost-and-found box, Harvey must face a difficult question. Is he
brave enough to solve the mystery of the curse (if there even is one) or is Strangeville doomed?
Reluctant readers will enjoy the relatable friendships, school setting, abundant illustrations, and
outrageous humor of this sequel to STRANGEVILLE SCHOOL IS COMPLETELY NORMAL.
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•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Darcy Miller
Brett Helquist
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September 13, 2022

DOG SQUAD
DOG SQUAD 2: CAT CREW
A humorous new series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris Grabenstein.
In Book One, Duke is not your average dog. In fact, he’s a super dog. He fights crime and goes on
adventures with his crew in the hit TV streaming sensation, Dog Squad. Fred, on the other hand, is
definitely an average dog. He’s not strong and brave like his heroes on Dog Squad, but he does look
an awful lot like Duke. When Duke needs a stand-in, Fred’s the perfect choice. When there’s danger
in real life, can Fred find the courage to step up and save the day?
In Book Two, Fred has become a television star and is back on a new show: Cat Crew. Then he
notices something odd about these felines and their trainer. Is this cat crew being electronically
controlled? What is this evil trainer plotting? Fred must go on a top-secret rescue mission to save
the day...and the cats.
This action-packed adventure is just right for kids who love dogs — and love to laugh.
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•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Chris Grabenstein
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October 18, 2022

FINALLY, SOMETHING DANGEROUS
The exciting sequel to FINALLY, SOMETHING MYSTERIOUS, about three friends and their sleuthing
adventures.
Self-proclaimed detectives, Shanks, Peephole and Paul, are ready to solve their next mystery.
Unfortunately, there is nothing to investigate in their boring town. Until the town begins to change
before their eyes. It’s hard not to be impressed by the flashy new milkshake restaurant and other
developments that are quickly making their small town unrecognizable. Shanks, Peephole and Paul
can’t deny that something nefarious is afoot. Especially if the robot crow they stumbled upon is
any indication. Strange? Yes. Dangerous? Hopefully.
Perfect for fans of Chris Grabenstein, FINALLY, SOMETHING DANGEROUS is great for readers who
love mysteries and humor.
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•Page count:
•Ages:
•Pub Date:

Doug Cornett
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8 – 12
November 22, 2022

MR. LEMONCELLO’S VERY FIRST GAME
The exciting prequel to the New York Times bestselling series, which takes readers back to the
start to meet thirteen-year-old puzzle-obsessed Luigi Lemoncello.
Luigi has a knack for games and puzzles. But sometimes it feels like the cards are stacked
against him…until a carnival arrives in town. Luigi gets the chance of a lifetime — the
opportunity to work for the world-famous Professor Marvelmous. When the carnival closes,
Professor Marvelmous leaves behind a mysterious puzzle box along with a clue that will lead
Luigi and his friends on a fantastical treasure hunt to a prize beyond anything they could
imagine . . . if they can find it.
Readers both new and old to the Lemoncello world will enjoy this fun and kid-friendly story.
Rights to ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY LICENSED IN 16 markets.
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SINISTER SUMMER
Book One: Wretched Waterpark
SINISTER SUMMER
Book Two: Vampiric Vacation
From New York Times bestselling author Kiersten White comes the first two titles in a five-book series
in which the Sinister-Winterbottom twins must solve mysteries at increasingly bizarre summer vacation
destinations.
In Book One, twelve-year-old twins Theodora and Alexander and their older sister Wilhelmina SinisterWinterbottom don’t know why their parents have dropped them off with Aunt Saffronia for an entire summer.
She’s not exactly well-equipped to handle children. The twins are still determined to make it a good vacation;
so when Aunt Saffronia suggests a waterpark, they hastily agree. However, Fathoms of Fun is not your typical
waterpark. Instead of cabanas, guests rent mausoleums. The waterslides are gray tongues extending from
horrible gargoyle faces. The few people they encounter are very, very odd. When Wilhelmina goes missing,
rule-following, cautious Alexander and competitive, brave Theo will have to work together to solve the mystery
of Fathoms of Fun.
In Book Two, the kids are on their way to the next odd summer destination their aunt has chosen for them.
This time, they find themselves dropped off at the Sanguine Spa in the “little Transylvania Mountains.” There
they meet the owners: Mina, her mysterious little sister, Lucy (who is extremely pale, can’t go in the sunlight,
and has an affinity for hanging upside down from the ceiling), and their intimidating guardian, the Count.
When the Count sends all the children in the spa on a scavenger hunt, the Sinister-Winterbottoms use the
excuse to snoop around and discover that this spa may be more than just eerie…it might also hold clues
to what happened to their parents. When Aunt Wil starts to show vampiric symptoms, the twins resolve to
investigate what’s really going on at the Sanguine Spa.
We’ll publish Book Three, CAMP CREEPY, in January 2023, Book Four in August 2023, and Book Five in
January 2024.
BRITISH ONLY
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FUTURELAND:
BATTLE FOR THE PARK
The first installment in an electrifying illustrated series about a flying theme park and
the boy who must stop a sinister force from taking over the world.
Most people hope to visit Futureland, where you can live out your wildest dreams, but it
happens to be Cam Walker’s home. His parents created and maintain the one-of-a-kind
theme park. When Futureland gets ready for its biggest opening ever, Cam’s parents
decide to introduce him to the worst alternate reality: middle school. Then things start
going wrong — park attractions are glitching, kids are going missing. When the Walkers
are blamed, Cam must find the missing kids and whoever’s trying to harm his family.
Can he solve the mystery before it’s too late?
Gamers and reluctant readers will enjoy this fast-paced high-tech adventure.
We’ll publish Book Two in November 2023 and Book Three in November 2024.

BRITISH ONLY
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•Pub Date:

H.D. Hunter
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November 8, 2022

THE LITTLE BAD BOOK #1
THE LITTLE BAD BOOK #2
With tricky puzzles, twisted riddles, and eerily funny stories, this interactive middle grade duology
allows the reader to become a part of the plot.
Your help is needed. Act NOW! Pick up and start this book no matter what else you are doing.
Don’t be a goody-goody and wait for the right time — the right time is this minute! Come on, do
it! Who cares what adults say? You can start by helping me be bad — even evil! Yah, YOU! But
don’t worry, because we won’t get punished — no, we’ll have fun! Guaranteed FUN.
This Little Bad Book has dreams and aspirations, but it needs help. Readers will find fun, spooky
stories packed with challenging puzzles, riddles, and fantastic drawings. Originally published in
Germany, this new duology is perfect for kids who like scary-but-not-too scary stories with a splash
of humor.

BRITISH ONLY

•Author:
•Illustrator:
•Page count:
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•Pub Date:

Magnus Myst
Thomas Hussung
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June 28, 2022 / October 4, 2022

SIR CALLIE AND THE
CHAMPIONS OF HELSTON
A feisty hero dreams of being a knight in this thrilling middle-grade series opener that
explores gender roles amidst swordfights and dragons.
In a magical medieval world filled with shapeshifters and witches, 12-year old Callie still
stands out as a fierce nonbinary tween. When Callie’s father, an ex-war hero, is summoned
to the royal capitol of Helston to train a hopeless prince for an epic war, Callie jumps at the
opportunity to become an official knight in training. However, powerful people still believe
knighthood is for boys and magic is for girls, and they can’t accept that Callie is neither a
boy nor a girl. Callie and their new friends will need to discover that only way to beat the
dragons outside the kingdom is to defeat the bigotry within it.
This exciting new series seamlessly blends classic fantasy adventure with a modern
exploration of gender identity.
We’ll publish Book Two in December 2023.

BRITISH ONLY
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•Pub Date:

Esme Symes-Smith
400
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November 1, 2022

GRAPHIC
NOVELS

DINOSAURS BEFORE DARK GRAPHIC NOVEL
THE KNIGHT AT DAWN GRAPHIC NOVEL
MUMMIES IN THE MORNING GRAPHIC NOVEL
PIRATES PAST NOON GRAPHIC NOVEL
The books that launched the worldwide bestselling MAGIC TREE HOUSE series are now available as full-color
graphic novels.
Working in close collaboration with Mary Pope Osborne, award-winning playwright Jenny Laird and professional
comic illustrators Kelly and Nichole Matthews have adapted the beloved chapter books into thrilling graphic
novels with kid-friendly art. We’ll publish the NIGHT OF THE NINJAS GRAPHIC NOVEL in August 2023, with
AFTERNOON ON THE AMAZON to follow in December.
MAGIC TREE HOUSE’s core readership and graphic novel fans alike will enjoy seeing these bestselling stories
take on a vivid new life.
We’re also excited to publish MAGIC TREE HOUSE author Mary Pope Osborne’s memoir, MEMORIES AND LIFE
LESSONS FROM THE MAGIC TREE HOUSE, in September 2022. Please see more details in our nonfiction
section.
Rights to THE MAGIC TREE HOUSE GRAPHIC NOVELS licensed to:
China (Simplified) – PRH China
Holland – Zuidnederlandse Utigeverij
France – Bayard Editions
Germany – Loewe Verlag
Israel – Kinneret Zmora
Korea – BIR Publishing
Norway – Cappelen Damm
Turkey – BKZ Yayincilik
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MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER Book One
MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER
Book Two: DONUTS AND DANGER
MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER
Book Three: PUGS FROM PLANET X
MAX MEOW, CAT CRUSADER
Book Four: TACO TIME MACHINE
A laugh-out-loud, action-packed new series starring a super-powered feline.
In Book One, Max is just a regular cat in Kittyopolis, trying to make it big as a podcaster — until he accidentally takes
a bite of a radioactive space meatball at scientist Mindy’s secret lab. Before you can say “MEOWZA,” Max becomes the
Cat Crusader. It’s up to him to save Kittyopolis from the evil Agent M and Big Boss.
In Book Two, Max was just getting used to being a secret superhero when evil doppelgangers show up in Kittyopolis.
What’s worse, Max and Mindy’s devious look-alikes are determined to take over the World’s donut supply. Can Max
and Mindy work together to save the day — and the donuts?
In Book Three, space pugs have landed in Kittyopolis and are determined to find the space meatball that gave Max
his powers. It will take more than just Max and Mindy working together to stop these dogs. Luckily, they have help:
Rex Rocket, Intergalactic Space Guard.
In Book Four, Mindy’s dad, Professor Microbe, is lost in the time-space continuum, and it’s up to Max and Mindy to
save him.
We’ll publish Book Five in June 2023.

Rights to MAX MEOW licensed to:
China (Simplified) – CITIC Press
Israel – Kinneret
Italy – Edizioni Sonda
Spain (World) – RBA Libros
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WITCHES OF BROOKLYN Book One
WITCHES OF BROOKLYN
Book Two: WHAT THE HEX?!
WITCHES OF BROOKLYN
Book Three: S’MORE MAGIC
A graphic novel series filled with magical hijinks, which Kirkus called, “A mixture of everyday adventures and enchanting
fantasy.”
In Book One, Effie has lost her mom and her home — and now she has to live with two strange aunts whom she’s never
met before. Then things take a curious turn as she begins to learn more about her family and herself. With new friends
who will do whatever they can to support her, a cursed pop star, and her new magical family, Effie’s life is about to get
interesting.
In Book Two, Effie is excited to meet more witches, but she can’t understand what is going on with her friends. They seem
happy to welcome new people into their tight-knit group, but Effie isn’t so sure. In addition, learning magic is really hard
work. Effie just wants to have fun being a witch, but her life is about to get even more complicated . . .
In Book Three, Effie is sent off to the wilderness for boring old summer camp. To her, being stuck in nature with mosquitoes
doesn’t sound like fun. While she meets new witches and learns magic, Effie misses her friends. She has always relied on
them for help. What will happen when she’s all by herself?
This delightful series captures what it means to be a friend, and how growing up can be a little less scary if you throw some
magic in the mix. We’ll publish Book Four in October 2023.
Rights to THE WITCHES OF BROOKLYN licensed to:
France – Bayard
Germany – Egmont Comic Collection
Italy – Il Castoro
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – Edebe

A graphic novel on every bookshelf
Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality pro-
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MY AUNT IS A MONSTER
An engaging contemporary fantasy featuring a young heroine, her mysterious aunt,
and an adventure full of magical discovery.
Safia thought that being blind meant that she would only get to go on the journeys she
listened to in her audiobooks. Then everything changes after she finds herself living
with a reclusive aunt, the explorer Lord Whimsy. Together they must voyage to stop an
old rival from uncovering the truth about Whimsy’s disappearance. When an unlikely
group of chaotic agents come after Whimsy, Safia must take on the challenge herself.
For the first time in her life, Safia is now the hero of her own story and she’ll have to
do what she can to save the day.
MY AUNT IS A MONSTER is a creative graphic novel filled with action, magic, and family
that explores how anyone can do anything once they are given the chance.

Rights to SÉANCE TEA PARTY licensed to:
France – Editions Kinaye
Italy – Tunué
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A graphic novel on every bookshelf
Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.
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STEVE L. MCEVIL
The first in a full-color graphic novel series about a middle-school super villain (in
training) who grapples with doing the most horrific thing of all: teaming up with the
good guys.
Steve L. McEvil is the greatest super villain in the world. Or . . . he will be. It’s hard
to take over the planet when you still have a bedtime. His grandpa Tiberius McEvil
is teaching him how to pull off nefarious schemes, but Steve is concerned that
someone else is scheming too. Weird stones have appeared in town and his teacher
won’t stop talking about wormholes. No one seems more villainous than Steve’s new
neighbor, Vic Turry. However, Steve will show everyone that no one can outsmart
Steve L. McEvil.
We’ll publish Book Two in May 2023.
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GROWING PANGS
A relatable graphic novel about friendship, anxiety, and growing up.
Katie knows there are things about her that make her different. She’s homeschooled,
she has freckles, and her teeth are crooked. None of these things matter to Kacey.
They’re best friends forever — just like their necklaces say. However, when they go
to summer camp, Kacey starts acting weird. What happened to the “forever”? When
Katie gets home, she can’t stop worrying — about getting braces, about 6th grade,
about friends. She knows tapping three times or opening and closing a drawer won’t
make everything better . . . but sometimes it helps stop the worrying. Is something
wrong with her? Will anyone want to be friends with her if they find out?
Fresh and heartfelt, GROWING PANGS is the perfect read for fans of contemporary
graphic novels.
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OTHER EVER AFTERS
A gorgeous feminist fairy tale collection from an award-winning author and artist.
Sometimes giants can be thoughtful and kind, and marrying a royal suitor isn’t the right
choice for everyone. In this series of fairy tales with a feminist queer twist, readers can
find princesses, mermaids, knights, children, and wise old women taking center stage
to fulfill their own dreams and find the endings that they deserve.
The striking colored-pencil art creates a fresh new happily ever after for the characters
who haven’t always had one.
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A graphic novel on every bookshelf
Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.
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LICENSED & BRAND

Everyone’s favorite New York Times bestselling monkey is back! Random House Children’s Books is excited
to expand our GRUMPY MONKEY program with new titles and formats.
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GRUMPY MONKEY’S LITTLE BOOK OF GRUMPINESS
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GRUMPY MONKEY UP ALL NIGHT
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GRUMPY MONKEY FRESHLY SQUEEZED
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Ready to Read Preschool–Kindergarten

GRUMPY
MONKEY

It’s the day of the big race in the jungle,
and Tortoise has asked Jim Panzee for
help. Will they win together?

Ready to Read Preschool–Kindergarten

get Your grumps out

Reading Paragraphs Grades 2–3

Reading on Your Own Grades 1–3

Reading Paragraphs Grades 2–3

Ready for Chapters Grades 2–4

Ready for Chapters Grades 2–4
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“Crisp illustrations featuring a broad cast
of animated, boldly colored animals . . .
will draw readers into Jim’s situation until
the reassuring outcome.” —Booklist

GRUMPY MONKEY: OH, NO! CHRISTMAS

Jacket illustrations copyright © 2021 by Max Lang
Jacket design by Nicole Gastonguay
Also available as an ebook
MANUFACTURED IN CHINA

More stories about Jim Panzee:

TK

RANDOM HOUSE
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Lang & Lang

MAX LANG is an animation director,
storyboard artist, character designer,
and illustrator. He has illustrated all
of the Grumpy Monkey books, and
his animated films have earned him
numerous awards, including two
Emmys, a BAFTA, and two Oscar
nominations. Max loves reptiles
and amphibians and often sneaks
them into the backgrounds of his
illustrations.

’Tis the season
to be grumpy!

F&P TEXT LEVEL

A

By Suzanne Lang
Illustrated by Max Lang

GRUMPY MONKEY GET YOUR GRUMPS OUT

SUZANNE LANG is the author of
the #1 New York Times bestselling
Grumpy Monkey series. Her other
titles include All Kinds of Families
and Hooray for Kids. When she’s not
working on books, Suzanne writes
and produces animated television
series. Suzanne loves animals
(especially cats and monkeys)
and chocolate (especially with
praline filling).

GRUMPY MONKEY: READY, SET, BANANAS!

Reading on Your Own Grades 1–3

GRUMPY
MONKEY
reAdY, set, BAnANas!

Reading with Help Preschool–Grade 1

Does your child recognize familiar words on sight and
sound out new words with help? Step 2 is just right.
Basic Vocabulary • Short Sentences • Simple Stories

GRUMPY MONKEY: GET YOUR GRUMPS OUT

Reading with Help Preschool–Grade 1

Does your child recognize familiar words on sight and
sound out new words with help? Step 2 is just right.
Basic Vocabulary • Short Sentences • Simple Stories

SUZANNE LANG/MAX LANG

SUZANNE LANG/MAX LANG

Jim Panzee wants a fresh start, so, one by one, he
asks his jungle friends to help him get rid of all his
grumps. But in the end, he is Grumpy Monkey, and
Norman assures him it’s best to be himself.

SPINE: 0.125

By Suzanne Lang
Illustrated by Max Lang

GRUMPY MONKEY READY, SET, BANANAS!
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By the creators of the #1 New York Times bestseller Grumpy Monkey

GRUMPY MONKEY
oh, No! christmaS

US $18.99 / $24.99 CAN

By Suzanne Lang

There’s a celebration in the jungle!
Lights! Decorations! Holiday
treats! Everyone loves Christmas.
It’s such a magical time of year,
and all the animals are getting
into the holiday spirit. Everyone
except for Jim Panzee. After all,
rain is pouring down and Jim is
sure that everything stinks. And
when he eats a green banana, he
feels sick! That makes everything
worse. Can anything cheer up this
grumpy monkey?
But then Jim’s best friend,
Norman, helps him see that if
he puts aside his complaints and
instead focuses on the wonder
all around him, he just might feel
like celebrating.

Illustrated by Max Lang
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STRANGER THINGS:
LUCAS ON THE LINE
Everyone in Hawkins is trying to recover from the tragic events at Starcourt.
With Max still reeling from her trauma, and Will and El growing more distant,
Lucas is feeling especially lonely. He’s also tired of being an outsider in his own
town.
When a popular upperclassman offers an alternative to Lucas’s current social
status by giving him a spot on the basketball team, he begins to learn about
himself outside the Party. He also begins to understand himself as a Black boy
in Hawkins – a journey both overwhelming and necessary.
Stranger Things fans will eagerly join Lucas as he navigates life in Hawkins
and a growing awareness of his own identity, while flashing back to the key
moments in his life that made him who he is.
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STRANGER THINGS:
HAWKINS HORRORS
A collection of terrifying tales from the thrilling world of hit series Stranger Things.
Prepare to visit the darkest and most chilling corners of Hawkins. Dustin, Lucas,
Max, and their friends want to rent videos. When a blackout changes their plans,
they tell seven twisted tales based on their hometown. What secrets lurk in an old
asylum? Does a mutant creature live at the bottom of Lovers’ Lake? Is a harmless
teddy bear actually controlled by a supernatural force?
These monstrous mysteries are sure to enthrall fans. Stranger Things Season 4
comes to Netflix in summer 2022.
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PICTURE
BOOKS

THE LITTLE BOOK OF JOY
THE LITTLE BOOK OF JOY is a touching picture book adaptation of the international
bestseller, THE BOOK OF JOY, by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Archbishop Desmond
Tutu.
In their first collaboration for children, these two spiritual masters share their sources
of joy with young readers. When they were sad and lonely and wished for friends, they
learned to look around and find joy in all things. This powerful story speaks of the joy
inside every child and how, even when it hides, readers can find it, keep it close, and
grow it by sharing it with the world.
Featuring vibrant illustrations, this book is an important gift to children from two
revered leaders and a reminder that joy has the power to transform the world around
us even in the darkest of times.
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THE MERMAID MOON
From the author of the bestselling MARGARET’S UNICORN, this magical picture book tells the
story of two best friends — one who lives in the water, the other on land — who share an exciting
adventure during the mystical Mermaid Moon, when sea creatures can fly through the air.
Once there were two best friends: a mermaid named Merrin and a human named Molly. Merrin
has never been able to go to Molly’s house on land. However, on the night of this year’s Mermaid
Moon, Merrin is finally old enough to fly throughout the town. Together she and Molly visit the
festival and ride on a swing in Molly’s backyard. When it is time for Merrin to leave, she is unable
to get down from a tree the girls have climbed. If she doesn’t get back home before the moon
sets, the magic might disappear from the world forever.
THE MERMAID MOON is a delightful picture book that brings the dream of being friends with
a mermaid to life.
Rights to THE MERMAID MOON licensed to:
England – Walker
France – Gallimard
Rights to MARGARET’S UNICORN licensed to:
Czech Republic – Albatros
England – Walker
Estonia – Koolibri
France – Gallimard
Germany – Thienemann-Eslinger
Italy – Il Castoro
Korea – Sang-Sang-Eui-Him
Poland – Wydawnictwo Lévyz
Portugal – Baduga
Russia – NIGMA
Slovakia – Ikar
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BLUE BISON NEEDS A HAIRCUT
Blue Bison tries his best to be patient in this humorous picture book.
Blue Bison prides himself on always looking clean and neat. But he
has a growing problem: his hair. With the barber shops and just about
everywhere else closed, Blue Bison is frustrated. His dad, Brown Bison,
encourages him to be patient and wait; his mom, Burgundy Bison, tries
to explain that sometimes you want something that you really don’t
need. All Blue Bison wants to do is whine and wallow. Could little sister
Bubblegum Bison have the solution?
A silly story with a subtle message that waiting is hard but sometimes
is necessary.

Rights to ATTACK OF THE UNDERWEAR DRAGON licensed to:
France – Elcy Editions
Israel – Keter
Spain (Spanish & Catalan) – PRHGE Infantil
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HOW WE SAY I LOVE YOU
In this heartwarming picture book, a girl shares how her family expresses their love for
one another through actions, rather than words.
For Hana, love is all around. Mom stirs love into a steaming pot. Dad cheers for her with
love at her soccer game. Hana says good night with love by rubbing her grandma’s feet
and pouring her grandpa his sleepy tea. And as the light fades, Hana’s parents tuck her
into bed and give her a good night kiss.
Featuring Chinese and Taiwanese phrases sprinkled throughout, HOW WE SAY I LOVE YOU
celebrates the sweetness of being together and expressing love for each other. A glossary
is included in the backmatter.
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SO MUCH SNOW
SO MUCH SNOW is a beautifully illustrated picture book about forest animals who
are caught in a snowstorm.
The book features seven mesmerizing creatures, from a tiny mouse to a giant
bear, as they try to keep warm in the storm. As the week progresses, the snow
keeps piling up. On Sunday it seems like spring is finally here . . . but there might
be more snow coming.
This lyrical picture book features charming images.
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THIS STORY IS NOT ABOUT
A KITTEN
A neighborhood comes together to help a kitten find a home in this
charming story.
Contrary to what it seems, this story is not about a kitten, hungry and
dirty, scared and alone, needing a home. It is also not about the dog
who heard the kitten meowing sadly. It is not about the woman and
child walking the dog, who stopped when their dog heard the kitten. Nor
is it about the friends who brought a box for the kitten or the man who
offered it some milk. No, this story is not about a kitten at all . . . well,
maybe it is a little. More importantly, this is a story about compassion
and generosity.
With a heartwarming focus on care and community, THIS STORY IS
NOT ABOUT A KITTEN is sure to be cherished by animal-loving readers
everywhere.
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THE BLUR
A picture book about a baby with superhero-like abilities — and the parents who are racing
to keep up with her.
From the very beginning there was something different about this child . . . an ultrasonic
voice, fantastically elastic limbs, super-magnetic powers. It wasn’t until the child took her
first steps that she became…The Blur. Nothing can stand in her way as she takes the world by
storm. She’s always on the move and darting into danger. All too soon she is zipping through
the days . . . and zooming over the years.
With vibrant, eye-catching illustrations, THE BLUR is a fun superhero story for kids that will
pull at the heartstrings of every parent.

Rights to THE BLUR licensed to:
Chinese (Simplified) – CITIC Press
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IF YOU FIND A LEAF
Artist Aimee Sicuro incorporates real leaves of vibrant hues into this exquisite picture
book that celebrates the autumn season and encourages children to see the colorful
leaves around them in a new way.
In this story a young artist draws inspiration from the leaves she collects, and every
leaf sparks a new idea. She imagines turning leaves into a boat to sail far away, into
a swing to sway in the gentle breeze, and into a hot air balloon to float high above
the trees.
Young readers who turn the pages of this beautiful book will be inspired to use their
own imaginations as they hunt for leaves. The book also includes backmatter with
tips for including leaves in artwork and other craft ideas.
Rights to IF YOU FIND A LEAF licensed to:
Korea – FIKABOOK
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THE BOY WHO LOVED MAPS
This enchanting picture book about a map-making boy helps readers appreciate the
charms of their own neighborhood and shows them how to make a map.
The Mapmaker loves to collect maps, study them, and make them. When a girl asks
for a map of the perfect place, the Mapmaker is confused. The girl wants a map to
a place filled with treasures, where it smells like her birthday, and where she can
zip around like a dragonfly. After a fun-filled day of exploring the neighborhood, the
Mapmaker will discover that this magical place was there all along.
THE BOY WHO LOVED MAPS is a creative and charming story that celebrates home
and reminds readers to look around and appreciate their surroundings.
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ME AND THE BOSS
A heartwarming picture book about sibling love and a story about a little boy
who learns to sew.
Lee’s sister Zora is the boss. Zora sews a beautiful flower on her cloth square,
and little Lee makes a mess out of the half-moon he is trying to stitch. At night
Lee tries again and mends the hole in his pants pocket. The next morning, he
sneaks into Zora’s room and sews the ear back on her stuffed bear. When Zora
discovers this, she wraps Lee in her special big sister hug . . . then goes back
to being the boss.
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THE DISAPPEARING MR. JACQUES
Here’s a magic show that young readers can hold in their hands,
Watch Mr. Jacques closely. He can wedge himself into the spine of this book
or drape himself across its pages. He can even disappear. Is he really gone?
If readers listen, they can hear his cane topping on windows and his boots
pitter-pattering across the floor. And if they pay very close attention, maybe
he will teach them some of his tricks too.
An imaginative picture book that will stay with young readers long after
Mr. Jacques’ final disappearance.
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MAMA’S HOME
A gorgeously illustrated picture book that is a powerful love letter to chosen families
and the village that raises us.
A young girl basks in the love of her community — which includes not only her mother
but the many different women who make up her world: Nurse Louella, who can teach
anyone to ride a bike, Miss Henry and her friend, Miss Bunny, who create the most
delicious meals of fresh-caught fish and vine-ripened tomatoes, and Miss Zikora, who
can sing in French, Spanish, and Igbo.
This beautiful book celebrates the wider meaning of family.
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THE MORE YOU GIVE
This lyrical picture book shows how a family passes down love from generation
to generation, leaving a legacy of growing both trees and community.
Once there was a wide-open field, and a boy who loved his grandmother, who
loved him back. The boy’s grandmother gives him many gifts, like hugs, acorns
with wild and woolly caps, and all her wisdom about how things grow. As the
boy becomes a father, he gives his daughter bedtime stories his grandmother
told him, piggyback rides, and the wisdom he learned about how things grow.
His daughter continues the chain, passing down gifts of her own.
THE MORE YOU GIVE is a stunning tale of the lessons of love that come with
the nurture of living things.
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ROSA’S SONG
A young immigrant from South Korea finds community and friendship in this stunningly
illustrated picture book.
When Jae looks out the window of his new home, he wishes he could still see his old
village, his old house, and his old friends. His new apartment feels empty and nothing
outside is familiar. Soon Jae meets a girl with a colorful bird perched on her shoulder.
Rosa knows just how Jae feels, and the two become good friends. Not only does Rosa
show Jae his new neighborhood, but she shows him how his imagination can bring back
memories of his old home. Then Rosa leaves unexpectedly one night. Despondent, Jae
is once again alone . . . until two new children arrive in the building. Soon Jae, with Rosa
as his inspiration, becomes their guide to this new world.
ROSA’S SONG is a touching story about the importance of community and demonstrates
how a simple act of kindness can be passed along to others.
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MOST PERFECT YOU
Inspired by conversations with the author’s young daughter, this debut
picturebook is a moving love letter to children struggling to accept themselves
exactly as they are.
When young Irie notices that her skin, hair and facial features don’t match
those of her non-Black friends, she tells mama that there must be something
wrong with her. Her mother responds by sharing the magical story of how Irie
is intentionally made up of all her mother’s favorite attributes — not only her
skin tone and hair, but also her sparkling eyes, her joyous smile, her kindness,
and much more.
Featuring a charming protagonist, simple text, and delightful illustrations,
MOST PERFECT YOU emphasizes the unique beauty and strength of all children.
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DON’T EAT BEES
The fun duo that brought readers I DON’T WANT TO BE A FROG are back with
Chip the dog, a hilarious new character who’s got some “wisdom” to share.
Are you a dog in need of advice? Fear not: Chip the dog will help in this super
silly guide to living your best canine life. Chip is seven. He knows things . . . like
what to eat (important papers, the fancy bird the humans cooked for the fancy
dinner, Grandpa’s teeth), and what not to eat (bees). He won’t get those mixed
up, will he?
With Dev Petty’s signature humor and Mike Boldt’s joyful illustrations, DON’T EAT
BEES is perfect for readers who love funny animal stories.
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Rights to I DON’T WANT TO BE A FROG licensed to:
Bulgaria – A&T
Chinese (Complex) – Childhood Books
Chinese (Simplified) – Beijing Poplar
France – Scholastic Canada
Italy – DeA Planeta
Japan –Micro Magazine
Korea –Totobook
Romania – Nemira Publishing House
Russia – Kariera Press
Slovakia – Citadella
Spain – Editorial Heliasta
Vietnam – Samanta Social Enterprise

IS THIS YOUR CLASS PET?
A funny picture book sequel by the author and illustrator of the New York Times bestseller CAN I BE YOUR DOG?
Arfy is a reading buddy, visiting schools and helping kids who are learning to read.
One day, upon arriving home, Arfy notices a stowaway in his vest pocket – a turtle!
Arfy must write letters to each of the teachers to find the classroom whose terrarium
is missing this little terrapin. Can Arfy get this guy back to his rightful class?
Troy Cummings writes another winning, comical, epistolary tale that’s perfect for
young children and teachers.

Rights to CAN I BE YOUR DOG? licensed to:
Bulgaria – Eunicata
Greece – Diaplasi Editions
Israel – Knafayim
Korea – Prooni Books
Poland – Edra Urban & Partner
Russia – ST Licensing Agency
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I FORGIVE ALEX
A simple, yet powerful, follow-up to I WALK WITH VANESSA from New York Times bestselling
creators, Kerascoët.
Alex’s enthusiasm and energy can sometimes be a challenge for his classmates. He loves to
play ball on the playground with his friends; but when his rambunctious behavior inadvertently
upsets one of the other students, he finds himself at odds with the whole class. Alex learns quickly
that the right thing to do is say he’s sorry, leaving it up to his friend to find the compassion and
empathy to accept his apology.
A perfect companion to the picture book I WALK WITH VANESSA, this wordless picture book
teaches children kindness and forgiveness.

Rights to I FORGIVE ALEX licensed to:
France – Editions La Pasteque
Greece – Psichogios Publications
Italy – DeA Planeta

Rights to I WALK WITH VANESSA licensed to:
Bulgaria – Dakelche
China (Complex) – Chang-Tang
China (Simplified) – Beijing Everafter
France – La Pastèque
German – Aladin
Greek – Psichogios Publications
Italy – DeA Planeta
Japan – Iwasaki
Korea – Woongjin Think Big
Spain – Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial
Sweden – Verbum Forlag
Turkey – SEV Yayincilik
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BRAVE EVERY DAY
From the acclaimed author-and-illustrator team behind THE INVISIBLE BOY comes
a story about managing anxiety and finding the courage to stand up for yourself
and others.
Everybody worries now and then, but Camila worries a lot. Sometimes she worries
about small things and sometimes she worries about big ones. Then a school field
trip causes her worries to pile up like never before. Just when Camila decides she
can’t manage her worries anymore, an interaction with another anxious classmate
causes her to see her own fears in a different light . . .

Rights to THE INVISIBLE BOY licensed to:
Arab World – Hakem Printing and Publishing
Chinese (Complex) – Walkers Cultural Co.
Chinese (Simplified) – Hunan Juvenile
France – Editions D’eux
Germany – Mentor
Greece – Lavanis
Japan – Kumon Shuppan
Korea – Booknbean
Romania – Atotie
Russia – Popuri
Slovenia – Grafenauer
Spain – Fineo
Turkey – Der Publishing
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CALLING THE WIND
From the author of THE INVISIBLE BOY comes a new story about grief and connection.
In a small village in Japan, a family mourns the loss of their loved one. Each member
grieves in a very different way from one another. When they discover an old-fashioned
telephone that allows them to speak to the person they lost, hope blossoms anew.
Inspired by Itaru Sasaki’s wind telephone, which brought healing to the people of
Japan in the wake of an earthquake, this story explores grief, loss, and ways to move
forward by finding meaningful connection.
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MISTY THE CLOUD:
FRIENDS THROUGH RAIN OR SHINE
Young readers with a love of science and imaginative illustrations will delight in this
sequel to MISTY THE CLOUD: A VERY STORMY DAY.
When Misty’s party with her other cloud friends is interrupted by a group of sunbeams,
she finds herself getting stormy. Misty and Raye can’t agree on whose game is better,
and an argument between them could cause the biggest storm of all. When they finally
find a way to get along, they make a big, beautiful rainbow.
We’ll publish MISTY THE CLOUD: FUN IS IN THE AIR in May 2023.

Rights to MISTY THE CLOUD: A VERY STORMY DAY licensed to:
Korea – Midnight Bookstore
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NONFICTION

ONLY ONE
TITLE

This lyrical, environmentally focused picture book showcases the unique beauty of our
one and only universe — its galaxies, stars, and planets — as well as our one and only
Earth andText
the precious life it contains.
Join one girl
as she leads her friends to a tree-planting ceremony. Along the way she
Rights
explains in simple language the value of the universe and Planet Earth. Readers will see
the Big Bang, the Milky Way, and all the planets in the solar system as well as Earth’s
atmosphere and the life within it: its oceans, trees, bugs, and seven billion human
beings. Finally, the girl and her friends plant a tree — doing one small thing to help their
one special planet.
Both informative and inspiring, this beautifully written and illustrated science picture
book about our universe will encourage young readers and listeners to protect and
preserve the environment.
RIGHTS TO ONLY ONE licensed to:
Chinese (Complex) – Wordfield
Estonia – Koolibri
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HOW TO HEAR THE UNIVERSE
Discover new realms of outer space in this picture book biography of scientist Gabriela
Gonzalez, who immigrated to America and became a ground-breaking scientist. Written by
a molecular biologist, this stunning book explores science, space, and history.
In 1916 Albert Einstein had a theory. He thought that, somewhere out in the universe,
there were collisions in space. These collisions could cause little sound waves that might
carry many secrets of the distant universe. However, this was only a theory. He could not
prove it in his lifetime.
Many years later an immigrant scientist named Gabriela Gonzalez asked the same
questions. Armed with modern technology, she joined a team of physicists who set out to
prove Einstein’s theory. At first, there was nothing. Then they heard a sound. Gabriela and
her team examined and measured and re-measured until they were sure.
Completing the work that Albert Einstein started, Gonzalez broke ground for new
space-time research. In a fascinating picture book that covers 100 years, two pioneering
scientists, and one trailblazing discovery, Patricia Valdez sheds light on a little-known but
extraordinary story.
RIGHTS TO HOW TO HEAR THE UNIVERSE licensed to:
Chinese (Complex) – Wordfield
Greece – Diopitra
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STANDING IN THE NEED
OF PRAYER
A stunning and deeply moving picture book based on the popular spiritual “Standing in the
Need of Prayer,” from an award-winning author and critically acclaimed artist.
Starting from 1619 and stretching to more than four hundred years, this book features pivotal moments in history, such as the arrival of enslaved people in Jamestown, Virginia, the
integration of the United States military, the Selma to Montgomery Civil Rights marches,
and peaceful present-day protests. It also celebrates the feats of African American musicians
and athletes.
Visually impactful and incredibly timely, STANDING IN THE NEED OF PRAYER has a universal
message of faith, strength, and resilience that will resonate with readers of all ages.
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TREE HOLE HOMES
In this nature-themed picture book, Melissa Stewart, author of over 180 science
books for children, offers an inviting peek into the secret world of tree holes and
the amazing animals that inhabit them.
From black bears to tree frogs to bobcats, readers will be surprised and delighted
to discover who lives in a hole in a tree. Readers will learn general information
about tree holes as well as details about the animals that live there.
This inviting look at trees, tree holes, and fascinating animals is sure to be a
classroom favorite.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE MONARCHS
A gorgeous picture book based on the true story of the scientist who
solved the mysteries of monarch butterfly migration.
Young Fred Urquhart was fascinated by insects, especially his favorite,
the monarch butterfly. After he became an entomologist, Fred and his
wife, Norah, tagged hundreds of butterflies, hoping to solve the mystery
of where the monarchs spent the winter. Fred and Norah soon discovered
that they needed help. They started a “butterfly family,” a community
of children, teachers, and nature enthusiasts from Canada, the United
States, and Mexico.
Written by the award-winning author of THE NOISY PAINT BOX and featuring gorgeous art by Mexican illustrator, Erika Meza, THE MYSTERY OF
THE MONARCHS includes maps of monarch migration, the life cycle of the
butterfly, and the cultural relevance of monarch butterflies in Mexico, as
well as information on environmental efforts towards monarch conservation. A perfect story for nature lovers of all ages.
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BLACK-EYED PEAS AND
HOGHEAD CHEESE
A powerful picture book that celebrates African American cuisine and identity.
While visiting her grandma in Louisiana, nine-year-old Frances is excited to help prepare
the New Year’s Day meal. She listens as Grandma tells stories, dating back to the Atlantic
Slave Trade, about the food for their feast. Through these stories, Frances learns not
only about the ingredients and the dishes they are making but about her ancestors and
their history as well.
Masterfully combining facts with a fictional narrative, BLACK EYED PEAS AND HOGHEAD
CHEESE is a celebration of the stories that connect us.
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A BEAR FAR FROM HOME
A polar bear learns how to find a new home when she is taken away from
her old one.
A polar bear is living at ease in her natural home in the Arctic until trappers
capture her and take her to the king of England. At first the polar bear is
lonely and kept in a cage. This small, enclosed space is her only home until
King Henry III decrees that she be brought to the Thames River every day
to swim and fish. Slowly, then all at once with a joyful splash, the polar finds
home once again in a faraway land.
A BEAR FAR FROM HOME is perfect for the young reader who likes history
and animals.
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THE GIRL WHO BUILT AN OCEAN
An inspiring tale of a seamstress-turned-scientist who invented the world’s
first aquarium.
Jeanne Villepreux-Power began her career as a dressmaker, sewing beautiful
gowns for the Parisian aristocracy. However, her heart longed for more. When
she moved to the seaside, she became fascinated by the ocean’s mysteries.
Jeanne wanted a way to bring a piece of the ocean home with her, so she
built the world’s first aquarium — an invention that would pave the way for
countless scientific discoveries in the years to come.
With lively text and vibrant artwork, THE GIRL WHO BUILT AN OCEAN
captures the curiosity and perseverance this pioneering woman in science
brought to everything she did.
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CURVE & FLOW
A stunning biography about the groundbreaking architect to the stars, Paul R. Williams.
As an orphaned Black boy growing up in America in the early 1900s, Paul R. Williams
became obsessed with the concept of “home.” He not only dreamed of building his own
home, but he also he turned his dreams into drawings. Defying the odds and breaking
down the wall of racism, Williams was able to curve around the obstacles in his way to
become a world-renowned architect. He designed homes for big celebrities like Frank
Sinatra and Lucille Ball, and he created several buildings in Los Angeles that are now
considered landmarks.
CURVE & FLOW is a remarkable story filled with fortitude, hope, and positivity.
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I’M A VOLCANO!
A new series designed to make intimidating science seem more approachable,
SCIENCE BUDDIES helps explain big concepts to curious young minds.
Featuring friendly, simple text and funny, engaging, and informative illustrations,
I’M A VOLCANO will teach readers everything there is to know about these exploding
wonders. While volcanoes can be a bit scary, kids will learn that they are carefully
monitored and that they give the world a lot of beautiful things too.
We’ll publish I’M A TORNADO in Spring 2023.
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EXPEDITION BACKYARD
Join two best friends, a mole and vole, on their everyday expeditions to find
beautiful plants, meet new animals, and learn more about the world around them
in this nonfiction graphic novel.
Each day, Mole and Vole venture out into the world with their nature journal to
see what they can find in their own backyard. From pigeons and jumping spiders
to swamp milkweed and maple trees, these two explorers get to know every part
of their local environment. However, after an accidental move from the country
to the city, Mole and Vole worry that everything will be different. As they explore,
they discover plants to look at and animals to meet in their new home as well.
EXPEDITION BACKYARD brings to life a nonfiction adventure of finding wonder
in nature everywhere — no matter where you live. This book concludes with fun
activities for kids to do at home.
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A graphic novel on every bookshelf
Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.
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•

RHG Blueprint:

12 books in 2020
15–18 a year for the next
2–3 years
Four age categories: young
chapter books, chapter
books, middle-grade, and
YA
Fiction, nonfiction, and
every genre, including fantasy, contemporary, science
fiction, etc.
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MAYBE AN ARTIST
A heartfelt and funny graphic novel memoir from one of the first Black female cartoonists
to be published in The New Yorker.
Before she was a cartoonist for The New Yorker, Liz Montague was an awkward everyday
girl living in a small town. In this memoir of her youth, readers will follow Liz from the
age of five through her days at university — and learn how she overcame severe dyslexia
through art and found the confidence to pursue her passion.
Funny and poignant, MAYBE AN ARTIST captures the adolescent questions of “who am I?”
and “what do I want to be?” with clarity and insight.
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Random House Graphic publishes graphic novels for kids
and teens of every age. Across all interests, from fiction to
nonfiction, our graphic novels combine great writing and
powerful artwork to make each book a story that finds its way
into readers’ hearts. At Random House Graphic, we champion creativity, and we champion the authors whose work
goes into the books we publish. We put care into every book,
making each graphic novel from Random House Graphic a
work with a great story, great artwork, and high-quality production.
Our goal? A graphic novel on every bookshelf.
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MEMORIES AND LIFE LESSONS FROM
THE MAGIC TREE HOUSE
Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the #1 New York Times bestselling series with
heartfelt advice from author Mary Pope Osborne’s own life and her stories about her
MAGIC TREE HOUSE adventures.
Look for heroes, far and near. Give your gifts to the world. Have compassion for all
creatures. These are just a few of the lessons that readers will learn on their magical
journey through this book. With quotes from the series and classic art, Mary Pope
Osborne, beloved author of the MAGIC TREE HOUSE series, shares the wisdom she’s
gained from her own childhood and thirty years of whisking Jack and Annie away in
the magic tree house.
Perfect for MAGIC TREE HOUSE fans of all ages, this thoughtful book of life lessons
is a valuable guide from a beloved author.
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TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUME 1
TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUME 2
TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUME 3
TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUME 4
TOTALLY RANDOM FACTS VOLUME 1
Random House Children’s Books is excited to continue TOTALLY RANDOM KIDS (TRK), a middle
grade nonfiction publishing program.
In TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUMES 1-4 readers will enjoy wacky, weird questions about
our wonderfully wild world.
TOTALLY RANDOM FACTS VOLUME 1 pairs amazing photography and cool design with a wealth of
intriguing information to leave kids amazed and amused.
We’ll publish TOTALLY RANDOM QUESTIONS VOLUMES 5 and 6 in February 2023 and VOLUMES 7
and 8 in August 2023. We’ll publish TOTALLY RANDOM FACTS VOLUME 2 in July 2023.
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Questions Book 1 and 2: January 4, 2022, Book 2 and 3:
August 2, 2022 / Facts Book 1: July 12, 2022
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